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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE – III 
Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70 
 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable. 

GROUP – A 
( Objective Type Questions ) 

1. Answer the following : 10 × 1 = 10 

i) What is the use of Simpson’s Third Rule ? 

ii) What is the equation of Gz when angle of heel is 15˚ ?. 

iii) What is the use of inclining experiment in Ship ? 

iv) Who is the issuing authority of ‘Tonnage Certificate’ ? 

v) State the condition of equilibrium which meets the 

requirement of ‘Angle of loll’. 
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vi) What is type ‘A’ Ship ? 

vii) What are HSSC and CSM ?  

viii) State the validity of safety equipment certificate ? 

ix) Name the certificate which states that the vessel is 

compliant in regards to ‘MARPOL’. 

x) What is referred to as ‘Critical period’ during dry-

docking the vessel ? 

GROUP – B 
( Short Answer Type Questions ) 

 Answer any three of the following.  3 × 5 = 15  

2. Write short notes any two of the following : 

 a) Short blasting & priming. 

 b) Lamellar tearing. 

 c) A 60 Bhd.  

3. Briefly discuss the functions of classification societies in ship 

construction. 

4. Derive the formulae of 
    

! 

TPC =
AwxP

100
=

W.P.Axdenstiy

100
.  

5. Define the term ‘Angle of loll’. State the corrective actions to 

be taken to rectify the angle of loll. 
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GROUP – C 
( Long Answer Type Questions ) 

 Answer any three of the following.  3 × 15 = 45 

6. a) Sketch and label the mid ship section of bulk carrier 

and describe its salient features. 

 b) Describe the procedure for conducting the inclining 

experiment on board ship. 8 + 7   

7. a) A box shaped vessel is 150m × 24m × 12m is floating on 

an even keel at 5m draft. GM = 0·9m. A compartment 

amidships is 20m long and is empty. Find the new GM 

if this compartment is bilged. 

 b) A ship of 5000 tonnes displacement has righting levers 

as follows : 

Angle of heel 10˚ 20˚ 30˚ 40˚ 

GZ (metres) 0·21 0·33 0·40 0·43 

 Calculate the dynamical stability at 40˚ heel. 8 + 7 
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8. a) A ship of 5000 tonnes displacement enters a dry dock 

on an even keel, KM = 6m, KG = 5·5m and                    

TPC = 50 tonnes. Find the virtual loss of metacentric 

height after the ship has taken the blocks and the water 

has fallen another 0·24m. 

 b) The breadths of the forecastle of a barge, at 2m intervals 

from aft, are 3·31, 2 & 0m. Calculate the area and the 

position of the geometric centre of the space between 

the first two ordinates. 8 + 7 

9. Briefly discuss the shipyard practices and procedures 

followed in the ship construction showing the sequence 

events. 15 

    


